
Wednesday 9 Hole General League Information 

Wednesday 9 hole events will be administered as follows.  The league chairmen do reserve the 

right to modify these if unusual circumstances warrant it. 

Flights for events will be assigned as follows: 
Flighted events will have 1 flight if the number of players or teams is 18 or less. 2 flights if 
the number of players or teams is 19-36. 3 flights if 37-54.  4 flights if 55 thru 72.  5 flights 
if 73 thru 90.  6 flights if above 90.  Progressive Skins will have 2 flights – net skins and 
gross skins.  Flight size may vary slightly due to handicap ties or an irregular number of 
players in a flight.  League chair may modify this to accommodate unusual circumstances.  

Money Payouts for Regular events as follows: 
The league chair has determined the amount of money each event will pay out.  Regular 
event payouts will be in gift certificate money (chits) in the golf shop. The total payout for 
the event will be split evenly over each flight. Within the flights of events, the payout will be 
50% for first, 30% for second and 20% for third except for Quota Points which will pay 
every player who EXCEEDS (not equals) their quota.  Match play events will award chit 
payouts to the winners of each regular round (excluding “play in” rounds).  The league 
chair may modify this to accommodate unusual circumstances.   

Fox Cup Championship (FCC) Qualification points 
FCC points will be awarded at 50 points per flight for individual events, 100 points per 
flight for 2-man events and 200 points per flight for 4-man team events.  Within flights, the 
points will be awarded at 50% for first, 30% for second, and 20% for third except for Quota 
Points events which will award FCC points to all players who EXCEED (not equal) their 
quota. Match play events will award chit payouts to the winners of each regular round 
(excluding “play in” rounds).  The league chair may modify this to accommodate unusual 
circumstances.   

Progressive and Giants skins games: If they are an official event, FCC points will be 
awarded based on low net scores within flights and NOT on the number or amount of skins 
won. 

Calculating your 9-Hole handicap 
The USGA method for calculating a course handicap for a 9 hole event – and the method we 
use – is as follows:  Take your handicap index and multiply by the slope for the 9-hole 
course you are playing (see those slopes listed below).  Divide that number by 113 and 
divide that result by 2.  Round the result up if .5 or higher, round down if under .5.    If 
you’re handicap index is a 6.0 and you are playing the Front 9 from the white tees the 
calculation would be 6.0 x 125 = 750.  Divide by 113 = 6.6371.  Divide by 2 = 3.318.  So your 
handicap for the event would by 3. 

 


